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According to Cambridge University researchers Thomas Fink and Yong Mao, there are 85 ways to tie a tie. Exploring all of them may be a fun project for a retiree, but for the rest of us, knowing just a few of them is more than enough. Indeed, it's good to know a few different link nodes. They
can be changed depending on the collar spread, tie space, and even your mood. Without further ado, here are a few common and unusual knots or different levels of difficulty. How to tie a 4-in-hand Knot Complexity: Simple best collars: Point, spread, club, tab, pinned With a wide blade
about 6 longer than narrow, wrap a wide blade over the narrow. Loop the wide blade behind the narrow blade and then back in front of it pull the wide blade behind the forming knot to pull the wide blade down through the know Adjust four-in-hand knot, perhaps the most widely used tie knot
in existence. Easy to perform and creates a cone, asymmetrical knot, which, when expertly done, is pretty rakish. It is usually said that the four knots in the hand are small, but this is not necessarily the case. How to tie a full Windsor Knot Complexity: Complex Best Collars: Spread and
Cutaway Starting with a wide blade about 10 longer than narrow, wrap a wide blade over the narrow and pull it behind where they intersect. Pull the wide blade down before all this pass wide blade behind the narrow pull wide blade down the intersection once again pass the wide blade
before the narrow Pull wide blade behind the intersection Pull the wide blade down into/behind the knot to adjust everything and his uncle is familiar with the Windsor knot, at least by name. Drawing his name from his false attribution of the Duke of Windsor (who loved them, however), is a
large, triangular knot that is created with additional loops when binding. Those who love Windsor Knots appreciate their fullness and demanding form. Windsor knot detractors (such as James Bond, who reportedly don't trust the men who wore them) find them too studied and too perfect,
even anal-retentive. Glenn O'Brien is quoted as saying: Windsor is not usually what might be called a devil-can-care. How to tie half of the Windsor Knot Complexity: A few challenging best collars: Spread with a wide blade about 8 longer than narrow, pass a wide blade over the narrow.
Loop the wide blade behind the narrow and pull it up pull the wide blade down behind the still forming knot, then pull it through the front of the narrow blade pull the wide blade over an even more forming knot again to tug wide the blade before creating a knot below pull a wide blade through
the slipnotk Adjust semi-Windsor is Windsor knot with the second loop removed from the binding process. It's not as thick as Windsor's, but its triangular shape. This is a good knot for men who have a small stature and need the length of their ties to be used but don't want a massive knot
under their faces. How to tie the Pratt Knot Complexity: Simple best collars: Spread with a tie back side and with a wide blade hanging 6 below, than a narrow blade, pass the wide blade under the narrow blade pull a narrow blade up and loop behind the intersection Pull the wide blade
down and loop before the narrow blade tug wide the blade up behind the intersection (note the knot starting with the shape) Pullknot Pratt A former U.S. Chamber of Commerce employee, his eponymous knot starts with a tie back side, as you can see in Step 1 from the graphic above. It is
easy to tie and makes a symmetrical knot. It uses relatively little tie length and is thus suitable for tall men or short ties. It is also known as the Shelby knot or Pratt-Shelby. How to tie the Kelvin Knot Complexity: Simple best collars: Point, spread, club, tab, pinned Start with tie backside, and
with a wide blade about 6 lower than a narrow blade Pass wide blade under a narrow blade loops wide blade before the narrow blade loops wide the blade in front of the narrow blade again, and then pull the loop wide. The node will begin to form. Pull the wide blade down behind the
slipknot Adjust You can borrow a phrase from Glenn O'Brien and call it a one four-by-four hand knot. Like Pratt in that he starts the reverse side, he loops around the knot twice, as opposed to once as four in the hand will be. A great choice for short men who prefer a slightly smaller knot but
have to take some length with their ties. How to tie the eastern knot Complexity: Simple best collars: Point, Spread, the club, tab, pinned the beginning with a tie the back side and with a wide blade about 6 lower than the narrow blade pass wide blade under the narrow blade loops wide
blade in front of the narrow blade and bring it up behind the intersection pull the wide blade up as far as possible pull the wide blade down through the slipknot to adjust the east knot. One loop creates a knot, and one ends it through. This makes a very small knot and is great for tall men,
men with long torsos, or very small frames of men whose faces are easily overloaded with large tie knots. Tie Dimple and why it's important you may have heard of something called a dimple bond. It's a crease in the fabric just below the knot, and tie enthusiasts tend to believe that having a
dimple separates men from boys as it did. A good dimple helps to keep the tie in place, giving it extra visual interest. Tie without dimples can look A limp fish hangs around his neck, while a tie with a dimple is about life and shows the man who is in charge of his clothes. You can make a
dimple by simply pushing one into a tie with your fingers after it has been tied up. The connections (silk in the first place) have memory though, so that over time the dimple will occur naturally. Above we see a tie without dimples: lifeless and sloppy. Below we see a tie with dimples full of life
and natty, like all the way out. Tie knots, face shapes, and body types While it is important that your tie knot sync with the collar, they should sync with you physically before anything else. Body types Generally speaking, little people have to tie small knots like four-in-hand and eastern, and
large people have to tie large knots such as Windsors. These proportions synchronize well, and doing the opposite will make the little guys look puny, making the big men appear humongous. The face forms a relationship between tie knots and face-shaped mirrors that have glasses with
face shapes. In short, you want to highlight the strengths of the form without paying attention to its flaws. If you don't know your face shape, you can identify it within five minutes using our face shape guide. Men with square or round faces are usually good with conical knots such as four in
hand and Pratt knots. The shape of these knots add the length of these individuals who do not have them. Conversely, men with oblong, diamond, heart and triangle-shaped faces are better with more symmetrical, horizontally oriented knots such as Windsor and half Of Windsor. Oval men,
lucky as they are, can pretty much get away with any tie knot they want. Generally speaking, you want to find the best balance between your body type and face shape when deciding knots that look better on you. The best way to do this is through experimentation. Conclusion It is not
entirely necessary to learn a bunch of different ways to tie a tie. In fact, most men end up learning one node and just using that one for every last app that they ever have for it. It is ok. We do, however, prefer to have several options at our disposal. We think it's best to know one triangular
knot, one conical knot, and one small knot, all of which are covered above. To learn more about ties, check out some related guides and expand your sartorial knowledge: a tie accessory that can dress up a smart casual outfit somewhat more. It will take you a notch up in the fashion
department whether you are wearing it with a full suit or just a shirt. Some jobs will require you to wear a tie, and that's probably what puts people off the idea of wearing one in everyday environment, but it has an even greater effect when wearing randomly because so few of us do it. There



are many different styles of casual connections that are great for wearing on a night or on a first date. But first you have to how to tie one. At some point we will all have to wear a tie, whether for a wedding, a job or a night out. But how to tie a tie? To answer this question, I have compiled
these step-by-step instructions to four relatively easy to tie knots to help you. But first, here are six types of tie that I recommend every guy has in his wardrobe. After that, we'll get in the instructions. Recommended Links How to Tie a Tie: 4 Simple Ways To First Here's a Review. After, I'll
break each one down. The four-in-hand knot first up is a four-in-hand knot because it is the easiest to use. It is a small, slightly asymmetrical knot that is best suited for narrow collars. This is the node that is most suitable for random situations, since it doesn't look like you spent too much
time in front of the mirror carefully tying it up. Looks like you just quickly put on your tie before you walk out the door, almost like an afterthought. Also, if you're ever in a hurry, it's a knot to know. Four-in-hand tie knot Instructions Start by crossing the wide end over the narrow end. Fold the
wide end under the narrow end. Jump wide end horizontally over narrow end again. Take the wide eventually and through the loop around the neck. Take the wide end through the knot in front. Start tightening the knot and pull it up to the collar. Half Windsor The Half Windsor is a simpler
version of the traditional Full Windsor site. Once you become own in this, it will be a piece of the pie learning the latter. You could say it's a bit of a stepping stone to a real deal, but that doesn't disqualify it as a big knot in its own right. Although it's more modest than it's a full colleague, it's
equally formal, so I don't advise you to wear it by accident. It's much better suited to the office environment. Half Windsor Tie Knot Instructions Start by crossing the wide end over the narrow end. Fold the wide end under the narrow end. Pull wide eventually. Take the wide end back down
through the loop. Move the wide end horizontally over the narrow end. Take the wide eventually through the loop. Pull the wide end through the knot in front. Start tightening the knot and pull it up to the collar. Full Windsor Tie Knot Full Windsor Tie Knot is best used for official occasions.
You don't have to wear this one by accident. It is a thick, wide, triangular knot that is completely symmetrical. Best for shirts with a wide collar. This one should be reserved for weddings, presentations and important business meetings. Full Windsor Tie Knot Instructions Start by crossing the
wide end over the narrow end. Take the wide end back through the loop around your neck. Take the wide end over the narrow end in the same direction you crossed it on step 1. wide end under narrow end. Take the wide eventually ... ... back through the loop in the same direction as Step
4. Fold the wide end horizontally over the narrow end. Bring the wide eventually through the loop once again as you did in Step 2. Pull the wide end through the knot. The Pratt Knot is one that is suitable for any occasion; formal, casual or business casual. Pratt Knot is neither as wide as
Windsor or as narrow as four-in-hand and thus pairs well with most dress shirts. It's a symmetrical knot, but it's much freer to wear than Windsor. This multi-purpose knot is great to wear to work, and then you can loosen it up for a more casual look when you go out to have a drink with
colleagues. Read the instructions well, as this starts a little different from the previous two. Pratt Tie Knot instructions begin by crossing the wide end under the narrow end, while the tie hangs inside out around your neck. Pull wide eventually over the narrow end. Take the wide end down
through the loop and tighten the knot. Move the wide end horizontally over the narrow end. Pull the wide end back up through the loop. Pull the wide end through the knot in front. Start tightening the knot and pull it up to the collar. Conclusion It is important for men to learn these four main
knots themselves.  Just use these four simple step-by-step instructions on tying the tie and practicing them. It really isn't that hard. You just need to hang it. This is.
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